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- George Cristian Maior on Managing Change: The Romanian Intelligence Service in the 21st Century
- Shlomo Shpiro on Israeli Intelligence and al-Qaeda
- Benjamin B. Fischer on Before the Internet, Facebook, and Twitter: Solidarity and Western Technology
- David A. Charters on Canadian Military Intelligence in Afghanistan
- John Poreba on Neutralizing China’s Student-Spy Network
- Dany Shoham and Raphael Ofek on The 2007 U.S. NIE on Iran’s Nuclear Program: A Colossal Failure
- Daphna Sharfman and Ephraim Kahana on Combating Terrorism With Intelligence in Israel
- Kristan J. Wheaton on The Revolution Begins on Page Five: The Changing Nature of NIEs
- David Levy on The Sad Tale of Fred Rose, Stalin’s Man in the True North
- Stephen Irving Max Schwab on Sabotage at Black Tom Island: A Wake-Up Call for America

**Book Reviews**

- Robert D. Chapman on The Tragedy in Khost
- William J. Daugherty on The Canadian Intervention
- Nigel West on A Better History of the SIS
- Joseph W. Wippl on Law and Right
- James J. Wirtz on The Science of Artful Analysis
- Angela Gendron on Improving the IC’s Analytical Performance
- Christina Shelton on An Attempt to Sort Out the IC’s Overload
At a workshop held on July 1, 2010, policymakers and intelligence officers from a diverse array of organizations gathered to discuss how consumers of intelligence might be better served by analysis whose focus is longer term or more strategic than the current reporting that dominates today's intelligence production. In these proceedings, the authors explain the purpose of strategic and long-term analysis, examine some of the challenges and issues faced by practitioners, use the example of U.S. policy in the Middle East to explore the process of testing assumptions, and present recommendations for communicating with policymakers. An appendix presents relevant lessons from the private sector.

Anthony Olcott's Book - Open Source Intelligence in a Networked World

Part I: When "Information Retrieval System" Meant the Memory of the Oldest Employee

Chapter One: The Screwballs of K Street and the Four-Eyes Brigade
Chapter Two: Intelligence Analysis and Open Sources – The Early Days
Chapter Three: "Not Indigestion But Gluttony"

Part II: The "Information Iceberg" Tips Over

Chapter Four – Collecting Puzzle Pieces While Mysteries Abound
Chapter Five: Six Qualities of Information...
Chapter Six: So What? Addressing the Signal-to-Noise Problem Part III: So What Now?
Chapter Seven: Improving Information “Food Searches”
Chapter Eight: Narratives of Persuasion and the Battle for Attention
Chapter Nine: A World Awash in Images Conclusion Chapter Ten: Don't Be Surprised By Surprise

About the Author

Anthony Olcott is a Senior Fellow at the Center for the Study of Intelligence, and was Officer in Residence at Georgetown University's Institute for the Study of Diplomacy. While at the Director of National Intelligence's Open Source Center, he served as Senior Analyst in the Emerging Media Group, and also as an Expert Analyst covering Russia and Central Asia. Olcott has received numerous awards and citations from the intelligence community
A 6-DVD package ($119.95) featuring Michael Hayden on the topic “Killing Usama Bin Laden: Building a Bridge Pebble By Pebble” is now available. The DVD set includes four sessions on espionage illegals, featuring Michael Sulick; Brian Kelley (now deceased); Dan Mulvenna; and Nigel West. The bonus DVD features authors David Wise (Tiger Trap), Douglas Waller (Wild Bill Donovan) and Kent Clizbe (Willing Accomplices).

You can order from Amazon directly. For orders of ten or more, there is a 20% discount. Please contact Bernie Reeves: reevesmedia@ncrrbiz.com for more on this offer. Or call Raleigh Metro Magazine for more information – 919-831-0999.